
 15 February 2009 
At 

Fortuna Farms 

1425 Tamarack Drive, Medina, MN  / Phone = 763-475-0657 

“All About the Horse” 
Seminar in the Arena with Round Pen and various breeds of horse ! 

 

Covering  the “raw” instinctive behavior of the horse, what are they born with, how and why 
they use it, what can be done to modify it at different age and focus periods, asking the 

horse to modify any behavior and finally how to get that “trust” in the relationship with the 
horse so that the horse and rider become one with focus ! 

Bob Bilger of Stallion Ranch and Round Table Friesians has been working “with” horses for 
over 40 years and has been training, breeding and raising horses for outdoor and cross 
country use for over 30 years !  Bob has extremely vast knowledge of “what the horse thinks” 
in any given situation and “how they will use” both their “raw instinctive” behavior and 
“learned behavior” given a magnitude of exposure to various situations !  Majority of Bob’s 
training is for various outdoor riding venues both pleasure and competition .  Bob has raised 
and started many horses for himself and others although his passion is in taking the 
“problem” horse with a few or many issues and “reaching” the horses psychological  side and 
then modifying the behavior issues; ending with a very calm and controllable “partner” for 
the next rider or trainer !! 

For almost 20 years Bob took in nothing but “problem” Stallions and was successful in 
“reaching” every one; modifying its behavior, allowing the stallion rider to go on and be 

under complete control ! 

This is one you do not want to miss “IF” you have or ever had questions as to “WHY” a horse 
does what it does and “HOW” to modify the behavior so that you have a willing partner for 

anything you want to do with the horse ! 

This Seminar is for “anyone” that has questions about the horse; regardless if they own one or 
just want to know more about this fantastically “willing” animal !! 

 

Conducted from 1:30 Pm until 3:30 Pm regardless of weather as the arena is heated 

$ 20.00 per person at the door and 18 years and under Free  

www.HorseTrainingwithBilger.com  


